Copper Canyon Play System

**MSRP $25,680.00**

**SALE $12,840.00**

**Highlights:**
- Slides on either side of the structure
- Open design allows for freedom of play
- Mid-sized structure for medium sized spaces
- Components at ground level for inclusive play

**Age Group:** 5 to 12 years

**Capacity:** 25-35

**Fall Height:** 60”

**Use Zone:** 28’ 5” x 30’ 6”

**COMPLIES With:**
ASTM F1487-17
CPSC PUB #325

**ADA Compliant**

Climb back out of the Copper Canyon Play System. School children will be comfortably pushed while not being overly taxed on the Sea Creature Climber and the Twisted Arch Ladder. Once they reach either the 5- or 4-foot deck, they will be able to slip to the other side through the Inclined Tube Bridge. The bridge has small ports cut out to allow light and air through the tube. Each end of the tube is home to a slide: Right Turn Slide or Double Wave Slide. Children will giddily slide to the bottom to discover the other treasures on this structure. The Rain Wheel provides a rattly melody to summon a storm while the Ship’s Wheel might be swung with gusto to prevent the entire hull from being lost to the sea. When children finish their adventures, a simple Bench Panel awaits them. The Copper Canyon comes in any of our custom colors or set color palettes to aid in whatever adventure children will play next.